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Modern Business run on

Modern
Applications
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Modern business applications require flexibility
….enabled by a hybrid cloud that delivers consistent infrastructure and operations

Public Cloud
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Private Cloud

Compute Edge
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Key requirements and challenges of a hybrid cloud

Challenges and Complexity

Operational
Inconsistencies

Different
Skillsets & Tools

Public Cloud
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Disparate Management
Tools & Security Controls

Private Cloud

Inconsistent
Application SLAs

Incompatible
Machine Formats

Compute Edge
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VMware and AWS partnering to deliver a seamlessly integrated hybrid cloud
Jointly engineered solution delivers the best of VMware and AWS for customers

• Leading compute, storage and network

• Flexible consumption economics

virtualization capabilities
• Support for a broad range of workloads
• De-facto standard for the enterprise DC

• Broadest set of cloud services
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• Global scale and reach
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STRATEGY AND VISION

VMware Cloud on AWS
Delivering proven enterprise capabilities on the world's most popular public cloud

As-a-Service
Rich VMware
SDDC delivered as
a cloud service on
AWS

Consistent
Consistency and
familiarity of
VMware
technologies
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Portable
Easy workload
portability
and hybrid
capabilities

Integrated
Direct access to
the power of
native AWS
services

Any App
Existing and new
apps with
Containers
and VMs
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VMware Cloud on AWS: Jointly engineered cloud service

vRealize Suite, 3rd party ISV ecosystem
vSphere-based
environment

• VMware SDDC running on AWS bare metal

VMware CloudTM on AWS

AWS services

Powered by VMware Cloud Foundation

vCenter

• On-demand capacity and flexible

vCenter

consumption
S3

vSphere

vSAN

NSX

vSphere

vSAN

• Delivered, operated, supported by VMware

Lambda Redshift

• Full operational consistency with on-

premises SDDC

NSX

• Seamless large-scale workload portability
ELB
Large-scale application migration

Customer data
Center
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CodeBuild KMS

…

and hybrid operations
• Global AWS footprint, reach, availability
• Direct access to native AWS services

AWS Global Infrastructure
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Customer-driven Use-cases
Aligning intended use to long term cloud strategy

Data center extension

Disaster recovery

Expand

Secondary

Primary

Cloud migrations

Consolidate

Next-generation apps

Migrate

Maintain

Footprint expansion / Ondemand capacity

New DR

Application specific

Application modernization

Virtual Desktops &
Published Apps

Replace existing DR

Data center wide

New application
build-out

Test/Dev

Complement existing DR

Infrastructure refresh

Hybrid applications
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VMware Cloud on AWS Customers
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BeNeLux customer story
VMWARE CLOUD ON AWS ROLLED OUT
IN HEALTHCARE FOR FIRST TIME IN BELGIUM

‘In terms of technology,
VMC on AWS is a lot more
advanced than comparable
solutions on the market.

Heilig-Hart Hospital in Lier is the first player in the Belgian
healthcare sector to purchase VMware Cloud on AWS with the
intention of migrating all its data centre infrastructure to a public
cloud environment. The deciding factors were a reliable disaster
recovery solution, lower overall IT costs and the prospect of
scrapping long-term investment contracts for hardware and IT
support.

Short- and long-term motivation
Following a recent fire in which one of its two data centres was
completely destroyed, Heilig-Hart Hospital Lier was looking in the
immediate term for disaster recovery solutions for its ‘on prem’
infrastructure. In the long term, the hospital wanted an innovative,
secure, high-quality, convenient, sustainable and affordable solution
for migrating live to a public cloud environment in which applications
would be and remain available online at all times.

A careful choice
Two parties, each with a different solution – one based on technology
from another supplier and SecureLink based on VMC on AWS – put
forward a proof of concept. Erik Van Tricht, Team Lead Infrastructure
Heilig-Hart Hospital Lier: ‘The POC based on the other technology
never really got off the ground. For example, there were certain
applications that turned out not to work after migration. That gave
us little faith that the solution would work in a real production
environment. We also had to take a number of steps ourselves – for
example, our IP address had to be adjusted – and that was something
we also definitely wished to avoid.’

Expectations exceeded
The POC for SecureLink with VMC on AWS was set up in a day and a
half. ‘We were able to log into the system effortlessly. We were able
to seamlessly migrate services that were hosted locally to the public
cloud environment and manage them independently there. The switch
to the cloud took place without any struggle whatsoever: the NSX
layer took care of all the network aspects, vSAN ensured that storage
was available everywhere, etc. An experience like that speaks for itself,
obviously. The set up of the POC also showed that the VMC on AWS
technology is a lot more advanced than any other solution that we
have tested.”
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VMware Cloud on AWS rolled out in healthcare for first time in Belgium

Business outcomes
Hybrid cloud to address IT and business imperatives

Accelerate innovation

Respond faster to change

Optimize costs

• New application development

• M&A activities

• Cloud mandate

• Application modernization

• Data sovereignty, closeness

• Shift from Capex to Opex

• Dynamic capacity needs

to end-user, new capacity

• Application portability

• Continuity of ops
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A Forrester Total Economic Impact™
Study Commissioned By VMware
August 2019

TCO – Cloud economics
The Total Economic
Impact™ Of VMware
Cloud On AWS
Cost Savings And Business Benefits
Enabled By VMware Cloud On AWS

New Study Shows Strong Cost Savings and ROI When Migrating to
VMware Cloud on AWS
For companies considering a cloud migration, VMware Cloud on AWS
represents an ideal destination. As evidence, VMware recently
commissioned Forrester Consulting to conduct a Total Economic
Impact™ (TEI) study(1) and examined the potential ROI enterprises can
realize by migrating to VMware Cloud on AWS. Forrester constructed a
composite organization representative of companies interviewed for
the study. The composite organization has the following characteristics:
80 servers; 40 to 1 ratio of VMs to applications; $2 million annual
software budget and a three-year contract. Overall, the study showed
the composite organization saved 59 percent of operational costs in the
cloud, versus the equivalent capacity on-premises. Additionally, the
following risk-adjusted present value (PV) quantified benefits are
representative of those experienced by the companies interviewed:
·
Avoided application redesign, totaling savings of $2.7M
·
Reduced labor hours for operations, saving $1.2M
·
Reduction in data center operating costs, totaling $1.4M
·
Software and hardware savings of $3.2M.

https://www.vmware.com/learn/332376_REG.html?ci
d=7012H0000021Nxj
©2019 VMware, Inc.
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Why VMC on AWS is Less Expensive Than Alternatives
Most Of The Time (Based on over 100 Cloud Economics Reviews)

Upgrade from older
hardware = fewer hosts

Move to Cloud =
No More Updates/Upgrades Migration as Simple as
Time to Right-Size VMs
vMotion
= Admin Less Expensive
(Fewer Resources)

©2019 VMware, Inc.

Lesser Retraining Saves $
and Productivity

Fewer Admin-Related
outages
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Moving Earlier Offers Greater Long-Term Benefit

Total Economic Benefit

Reduced migration costs
• Parallel environments

$6M

• Migration consulting
• Staff training
•

3rd

$4M

party tooling

• Application innovation

Value

$2M

Earlier access to realize business value

$M

• Revenue from new business services
($2M)

($4M)
0

12

Time

Optimise then Migrate
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Migrate then Optimise

36

VMware Cloud on AWS attains more industry certifications
Compliance Certifications, attestations and assessments

ISO 27001, 27017, 27018

GDPR compliance

CSA STAR Self-Assessment
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HIPAA BAA

SOC 1, SOC 2, SOC 3

CYBER ESSENTIALS

Financial Industry Information Systems
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Simultaneously expanding to multiple global AWS Regions

Available Regions
US West (Oregon)
US East (N. Virginia)
Europe (London)
Europe (Frankfurt)
Asia Pacific (Sydney)
Europe (Ireland)
US West (N. California)*
US East (Ohio)
Asia Pacific (Tokyo)
Gov Cloud US West
Asia Pacific (Singapore)
Canada (Central)*
Europe (Paris)
South America (Sao Paulo)*
Asia Pacific (Seoul)
Asia Pacific (Mumbai)

©2019 VMware, Inc. * Stretched cluster not supported

Last updated: July, 2019
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Fastest Growing VMware Cloud on AWS
Technology Partner Ecosystem
Cloud Migration

Cloud Management

Monitoring & Analytics

VMWare Ready – vSAN Certified

DevOps

Security

Storage, Disaster Recovery &
Data Protection
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Networking

For more information email VMCISV@vmware.com
Updated as of 8/9/2019
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How can you get ready for the hybrid cloud?
Hybrid cloud is a strategy for organizations to supercharge and enable digital business

Understand
how VMware Cloud on
AWS will fit into your
cloud strategy

©2019 VMware, Inc.

Have a
conversation

Get your
environment ready

with your VMware account
team or partner about
VMware Cloud on AWS

to maximize the benefits of
VMware Cloud on AWS
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VMware Cloud on AWS
NEW RELEASES AT FAST CADENCE
Talk to us to us about building your cloud strategy

Learn more on the web
Give us a shout on Twitter
Follow us on Twitter
troelofs@vmware.com
Tel. +31 6 52 744 505
©2019 VMware, Inc

vmware.com/go/vmc-aws
#VMWonAWS
@vmwarecloudaws

Learn more about VMware Cloud on AWS
•

Learn more about VMware Cloud on AWS on website: http://vmware.com/go/vmc-aws

•

VMware Cloud on AWS Overview Video: http://vmwa.re/vmc-overview

•

VMware Cloud on AWS Solution Brief: http://vmwa.re/vmc-solbrief

•

VMware Cloud on AWS TCO Brief: http://vmwa.re/vmc-tco

•

Try VMware Cloud on AWS Hands-on-Lab: http://vmwa.re/vmc-hol

•

VMware Cloud on AWS Release Notes for continuing updates: http://vmwa.re/vmc-rn

•

Follow us on Twitter @vmwarecloudaws and give us a shout with #VMWonAWS

•

VMware Cloud on AWS videos on YouTube: http://vmwa.re/vmc-video

•

Read VMware Cloud on AWS blogs: http://vmwa.re/vmc-blog
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